Melloni’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary

Just published — the ideal medical reference for
• office
• lab
• clinic
• library

Color highlights
Outstanding illustrations

Clear, concise definitions
Numerous tables and charts

For the person whose job requires knowledge of health science terminology, Melloni’s is the reference to turn to. Medical words, definitions, concepts — all are explained clearly and quickly in a unique visual format. Readers get a concise and rapidly comprehended store of knowledge. Retention is improved, too, because with Melloni’s they’re not just reading a definition, they’re seeing it!

One reviewer said, “If a dictionary could ever get on a best seller list, Melloni’s should! Readable, interesting format, beautiful illustrations — highly recommended!”

Order today!

1979/532 pages/27,085 entries/2,537 illustrations/$18.95

Williams & Wilkins
Publishers of medical and scientific books for 80 years.

Yes, please send me _______ copy(ies) of the exciting new MELLONI’S ILLUSTRATED MEDICAL DICTIONARY at $18.95 each, on 20-day approval. (If purchased in Maryland, please add 5% sales tax.)

Name
Library
Address
City State Zip
☐ check enclosed ☐ bill me ☐ VISA ☐ MASTER CHARGE

TOLL FREE TELEPHONE ORDERING: call 1 800 638 0672
In Maryland call collect: 528 4221.

Williams & Wilkins
Dept. 280 P.O. Box 1496 Baltimore, Maryland 21202
What are the implications of recent advances in cellular and molecular biology for pharmacologists and toxicologists?

WORKSHOP ON CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR TOXICOLOGY
Edited by Don Fawcett & James Newberne

That's the subject addressed in this new book, the product of a symposium organized by the Pharmaceutical Manufacturer's Association Foundation. The Workshop brings together leading authorities from cell biology, pharmacology, pathology, and toxicology to consider the implications of recent advances in cellular and molecular biology for you and your colleagues.

The Workshop covers the following topics:
• Current concepts of molecular organization of the cell membrane...plus surface specialization related to cell-to-cell communication
• Nature of surface receptors and their interaction with hormones...plus experimental studies on the induction of acetylcholine receptors on muscle
• Membrane systems of the cytoplasm, including their role in detoxification & metabolism of drugs...along with changes in these functions with advancing age
• Important section on the nucleus...includes recent progress in defining the structure of chromatin, mechanisms of DNA damage and repair, nature of interaction between steroid hormones and the nucleus
• Discussion of relative advantages of microbial methods and sister chromatid exchange in mammalian cells for the assessment and mutagenicity of drugs and environmental toxins...plus methods of protection against the mutagenic effect of certain drugs
• Section on lysosomes and their destabilization by drugs...plus approaches to the treatment of lysosomal disease

Now the results of this unique study are available to you in a hardbound overprint from Pharmacological Reviews. If you want the latest information on advances in toxicology, this is one meeting you can't afford to miss.

1980/300 pages/92 illustrations/ $22.00 [U.S.] (*3047-7)

Handy manual highlights most frequently used drugs

MANUAL OF CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY
Edited by David H. Robertson, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine and Pharmacology, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, and Craig R. Smith, MD, Acting Director, Division of Internal Medicine, The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

A handy new manual supplements the large, more unwieldy references that are probably already part of your library. It gives you the most thorough understanding of the several dozen key drugs that are most commonly used in clinical practice. An annotated bibliography on these drugs is supplied as a point of access to the more detailed pharmacological literature. The discussion sections aren't intended to be complete reviews...but they identify for you quickly which drugs are practical...or difficult...or new.

This manual will supplement your knowledge of the many thousands of drugs on the market by giving you a very thorough understanding of the few dozen drugs that are most frequently used. Highlighting those areas that are most important to you.

1981/368 pages/$19.00 [U.S.] (*7300-1)

RETURN THIS COUPON TO GET YOUR NEW BOOKS ON 20-DAY FREE TRIAL

SEND ME ________ copies of Fawcett & Newberne's WORKSHOP ON CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR TOXICOLOGY (*3047-7) at $20.00 per copy [U.S. price].

AND send me ________ copies of Robertson & Smith's MANUAL OF CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY (*7300-1) at $17.00 per copy [U.S. price].

☐ Send me these books to examine for 20 days without obligation.
☐ Payment enclosed — Williams & Wilkins pays postage.

Charge to my: ☐ VISA ☐ MASTERCARD

name

address

city state zip

EVEN MORE CONVENIENT, CALL US FREE to place your order from anywhere in the U.S. Call 1-800-638-0672 or CALL COLLECT, 528-4221, from anywhere in Maryland.

Williams & Wilkins
Dept. 411
P.O. Box 1496
Baltimore, MD 21203